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Consider a large number of interacting queues with symmetric interactions. In
the asymptotic limit, the interactions between any fixed finite subcollection
become negligible, and the overall effect of interactions can be replaced by an
empirical rate. The evolution of each queue is given by a time inhomogeneous
Markov process. This may be considered a technique for writing dynamic
Erlang fixed-point equations. We explore this as a tool to approximate sojourn
time distributions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss the use of a statistical mechanics technique called propagation of chaos for computing the sojourn times of typical customers in large
networks of interacting queues with symmetry. Propagation of chaos is a property enjoyed by certain statistical mechanical models of interacting particles [8].
Consider a system of n identical interacting particles, and focus attention on the
first p of them.
Suppose that as the number of particles increases to infinity the initial distribution of the first p particles becomes asymptotically independent and the
empirical distribution of particle states approaches a limit. In a model having
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the propagation of chaos property, one can write down a time inhomogeneous
Markov chain, called the one-particle chain, such that the evolution of any given
particle is described by this chain, started from the appropriate initial distribution. The rates appearing in this chain consist of rates associated with autonomous changes of the state of the particle and rates that represent the aggregate
effects of interactions of the tagged particle with the large number of other particles. Further, the distinguished finite collection of particles will evolve independently, each according to the one-particle chain. The intuition is that the
probability that the distinguished collection of particles interacts with one
another becomes asymptotically negligible, and because the interaction is symmetric the interactions with the other particles can be replaced by empirical
rates. The terminology comes because the chaotic initial condition (finite collections of particles have asymptotically independent initial conditions) propagates.
Propagation of chaos was first introduced into statistical mechanics by Kac
[8]. In an attempt to derive the Boltzmann equation giving the evolution of the
density in phase space of the molecules of a dilute gas of hard spheres from
mechanics, Kac [8, Section 3] introduced a Markovian caricature. He had the
idea that if the initial distribution of the molecules was independent, then for
any fixed collection of them the joint distribution should be approximately independent at any given time as long as the total number of molecules is very large.
Kac was able to demonstrate this in his Markovian caricature. Subsequently,
propagation of chaos has been demonstrated in several models of physical interest. A survey of the subject is presented in Sznitman [11], to which we refer the
interested reader.
Our purpose in this paper is to discuss the use of these ideas in studying
large networks of interacting queues. In the context of queuing networks, propagation of chaos can be considered a technique for writing dynamic Erlang
fixed-point equations. Erlang fixed-point equations are widely used in the
approximate analysis of networks and have been the subject of several recent
papers [5,9,10]. The traditional use of this technique is static in nature, reflecting the quantities at a single time. We hope that becoming aware of the possibility of justifying a dynamic analog of this approximation scheme will increase
the range of its applicability.
As a starting point, we begin by familiarizing the reader with the intuition

underlying the phenomenon of propagation of chaos by studying a simple example in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove the main theorem of propagation of
chaos in a model of pairwise interaction, introduced first by Uchiyama [12], that
generalizes the example of Section 2. The tools from the theory of weak convergence of Markov processes that are needed for this proof are summarized in
the Appendix.
Then we turn our attention to the problem of computing sojourn time distributions of typical customers in large networks of interacting queues. In Section 4 we discuss a model for dynamic routing in circuit-switched networks that
was introduced by Gibbens, Hunt, and Kelly [4]. We indicate how propagation
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of chaos can be used to immediately write down the sojourn time distribution
of a typical customer in this model. This calculation is typical of situations
where all the motion of a typical customer between queues occurs at a fixed
time—thus, one can immediately use this proof technique to deal with similar
models.
The preceding calculation is in the transient regime; i.e., it depends on the
initial conditions. In Section 5 we discuss the problem of determining stationary sojourn times. The key difficulty is that the ordinary differential equation
(ODE) describing the evolution of empirical occupancy distributions may, in
general, admit multiple equilibria. We prove that if this ODE has a unique equilibrium, then the sojourn time distribution computed via propagation of chaos
using this equilibrium as initial condition is the limit of the stationary sojourn
time distributions of the finite-particle models.
In Section 6 we turn our attention to models where the motion of typical
customers between the queues can take place at different times. In the context
of some simple examples, we discuss how one can immediately write down a
branching scheme that gives the correct asymptotic sojourn time distribution
in the transient regime. The idea behind the validity of the branching scheme
is that, with probability asymptotically approaching one, every time a typical
customer moves it sees a queue that has not interacted with any of the queues
influenced by the queues it has visited so far. The examples chosen to illustrate

the ideas in Section 6 are quite artificial; however, they are just representative
examples of problems of this kind, and the same proof technique can be used
to deal with similar models in other contexts.
Section 7 is devoted to a few summarizing remarks. Before proceeding let
us collect some notation at this point. If E denotes a metric space, then C(E)
will denote the space of real valued bounded continuous functions on E, B(E)
will denote the Banach space of bounded Borel measurable functions on E, and
M(E) will denote the space of probability measures on E. Further, as usual, for
any complete separable metric space E, we will let DE[0,oa) denote the space
off-valued functions on [0,oo), which are right continuous and have left limits.
£>£[0i°°) endowed with the Skorohod topology is separable and complete (see
Ethier and Kurtz [3, Chapter 3, Section 5]).
A sequence [Xn] of E-valued random variables is said to converge weakly
to the E-valued random variable X if
limE[f(Xn)]=E[f(X)],

feC(E).

n-*<x>

We write Xn-> Xox Xn=> X. Weak convergence of DB[0,<x>)-valued random
variables is analogously defined. Throughout this paper E will be a compact
metric space.
2. A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Consider a collection of n buffers, each of which can hold at most one customer. There are two kinds of arrival processes: simple arrivals that bring one
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customer to a buffer, and pair arrivals that bring one customer to each of a pair
of buffers. There is one arrival process of simple arrivals at each buffer, and
these are independent Poisson processes of rate X. Pair arrivals are as independent Poisson processes of rate a/(n — 1) for each pair of buffers, so that the
rate of pair arrivals involving a specific buffer is a, and these are independent
of simple arrivals. A simple arrival is blocked and rejected if its corresponding
buffer is already full. A pair arrival is blocked and rejected if any one of the
buffers it involves is full. Buffers are held for independent exponentially distributed times of rate 1, after which they become free. (Thus, if a pair arrival is
accepted, then the customers it brings in are no longer distinguishable from
those that came in as simple arrivals.) This model is a special case of one that
has been considered by Hunt [7], Whitt [13], and Ziedins and Kelly [14].
The preceding system has a simple Markovian description. As a state space,
we may simply take the number of occupied buffers. The state transition diagram is drawn in Figure 1.
Suppose we start the system with a fraction M"(0) buffers having customers, and let (u"(t),t G [0,oo)) denote the resulting process of fraction of occupied buffers in the system. Let u(t) G [0,1] evolve according to the ODE
u(t) = -u(t) + X(l - ii(O) + «[1 - u{t)}2.

(2.1)

Let => denote weak convergence. Then the following can be easily proved following Gibbens et al. [4]; see also Theorem 3.1.
n

LEMMA 2.1: Ifu {0)

=» M(0) as n -» oo, then the process (u"{t),te
[0,oo)) converges weakly to (u(t),t G [0,<»)) given by the solution to ODE (2.1) started
atu(0).

Next we adopt a somewhat perverse point of view. We isolate the first p
buffers and take as state space the set Uee|o,i)p ((ei>- • • ,ep,k),0 < k< n -p],
where (eu... ,ep,k) denotes the state where the first p buffers are in state
eu ... ,ep, respectively, and there are k customers in the remaining n—p buffers. The state transition diagram is drawn in Figure 2 for/> = 1.

©O 0 0 0 0 0
k
FIGURE

X(n-k)

1. State transition diagram.
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The concept of propagation of chaos is encapsulated in the following claim.
It will be proved in a general framework in the next section.
2.2: Consider the preceding system and let (x, ( / ) , . . . ,xp(t)) denote
the state of the first p buffers and up+1-n(t) the fraction occupied among the
buffers p + 1 <j<nattimet.
Suppose (xi(0),...,xp(0),up+l-"(0))
converges
[0,1].
weaklyto a product distribution /x(1) ® ••• ®n<p)<g)6uminE=[0,l}px
For 1 <j<p, let /"*'"" be the probability measure on D[Ol] [0,oo) corresponding to the time inhomogeneous Markov process with birth rate X + a ( l — «(/)),
death rate 1, and initial distribution filJ), where u(t) is given by ODE (2.1) with
initial conditions «(0). Then the process (Xi(t),...,Xp(t),up+u"{t))
conTHEOREM

verges weakly to a product distribution.

6U(,) in

Z) £ [0,oo).

Figure 3 gives a rate diagram of the evolution of buffers 1 through p. Note
that they evolve independently according to time inhomogeneous Markov processes. One thinks about this as follows: The evolution of the fraction of occupied buffers among the buffers p + 1 < j < n converges to ODE limit (2.1).
Each of the buffers 1 through p evolves by means of three kinds of transitions:
direct arrivals, departures, and pair arrivals involving one of the buffers p + 1 <
j :S n. Pair arrivals that involve two of the buffers 1 <y < p can be ignored in

the limit. This also explains why, when the initial conditions of the buffers 1 <
j < p are independent as in the preceding theorem, they remain independent as
they evolve.

FIGURE

2. State transition diagram for/? = 1.
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X...X

FIGURE

3. Evolution of buffers 1 through p.

Let uU){t) denote P" (Xj(t) = 1). Note that uU)(t) evolves according to
the ODE
-uU){t)][\

-

(2.2)

Under stationarity there must be a balance of the mean number of arrivals and the mean number of departures. Consider the equation
= \{n-k)

a
n-\

(n-k)(n-k2

1)

Setting k = /3/J and « - » » , this becomes
(2.3)

Let (30 be the unique solution of Eq. (2.3) in (0,1) (see Fig. 4). We expect the
stationary distribution of the number of occupied buffers to be sharply concentrated near (30n.
The intuition underlying Theorem 2.2 is particularly clear when w(0) = j30Then we can expect the fraction of occupied buffers to stay at /30. Thus, the
rate of arrivals at any of the buffers 1 < j < p due to pair arrivals should be
a ( l - /30). This is precisely that given by ODE (2.2).
3. A SYSTEM WITH PAIRWISE INTERACTION

We shall introduce a Markovian system that is conceived to model the dynamics of a large system of randomly interacting particles and investigate a propagation of chaos result for it in the path space.
Consider a Markov process Xn(t) = {X^(t),X^(t),...
,X^(t)) on S" =
SxSx
••• xS, where S is a finite set. (X"(t),tG [0,oo)) is characterized by
two sets of nonnegative constants L = [Lx(y) :x,y G S, x =£ y) and K =
[Kx-y(x',y'):x,y,x',y'
e S, (x,y) ± (x',y')) and an infinitesimal generator
given by
1

T
k=\

—I

V
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X+ct

FIGURE

4. Solution to Eq. (2.3).

with
Lk<j>(x)= 2

[<t>(xk) - <t>(x)]Lx*(xk)

and

where x= (xu... ,xn) ES", <j> is a real function on S", x* (resp. j?£,) is an element of S" obtained from x by replacing xk (resp. xk and */) with x'k (resp. x^
and X'I), and the sum S*</is taken over all pairs (k,I) such that 1 < k < / < n.
Also assume that Kx-y(x',y') = Ky-X{y',x').
We think of S as the state space of an individual particle. Hence, Xk(t) is
the physical state of the Arth particle in a system of n identical particles.
The process evolves as follows: Each particle k evolves autonomously
through a Markovian motion according to Lk. Pairwise interaction between
particles k and / is controlled by Kkl: two particles in states x and y change
simultaneously to states x' and y , respectively, at rate [Kx-y(x',y')]/(n — 1).
The factor n — 1 is there so that the interaction rate per particle is constant as
n -* oo. Notice that the example discussed in Section 1 fits in this framework
with S= (0,1), L°(l) = X,Ll(0) = 1, and K°-°(l,l) = a.
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Another way to think of the pairwise interaction is as follows: For each
y,x',y' 6 5, each particle in state x chooses another particle at random from the
remaining n - 1 at rate {Kx-y{x',y') and, if this particle is in state y, they
change together to states x' and y', respectively. If the chosen particle is not in
state y, nothing happens.
Now let u?(t) = i S"=i l(XP(t) = i). Then u"{t) = («,"(/),... ,«£, (0) is
a Markov chain on the \S\-dimensional simplex A given by
\s\
i=i

For i±j,

1 <i,j<

\S\, let 7], be an operator defined on u £ A by
__ _
IJ

1
n

J

where e, is the unit vector in the /th direction. Then the infinitesimal generator
An of the Markov process un(t) on A is the operator given by
-<t>(u)} L'U)u,n

n -

where <>
/ is a continuous function on A.
Let u{t) E A evolve according to the following equation started with w(0):
u,(t) =

yes

yes
j

y
I'SS

yes

(3-D

/'es yes

for i e S, where Af-'U') = ZyesKx-y(x',y').
Then the idea of propagation of chaos is captured by the following
theorem.
THEOREM 3.1:

For the preceding system ofn interacting particles,
let(X\{t),...,
Xp{t)) denote the state of the first p particles and u£+1'"{t) the fraction of particles p + 1 < / < n that are in statexat time t. Let up+1-"(t) = {u£+hn{t),xE. S).
Suppose (Xx ( 0 ) , . . . , Xp{0), M P + 1 '"(0)) converges weakly to a product distribution / / " ® • • • (g) /i (p> ® 8U(O) in E = S" X A. Let u(t) solve ODE (3.1) starting at M(0). For 1 < / < / ? , let /"* be the probability measure on DE[0,&>)
corresponding to the time inhomogeneous Markov chain X(t) with state space
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5, with initial distribution nU), and such that the rate of jumping from state s
to state s' is
Mu(t),s,s')=Ls(s')+

K''s{j.s')u,(t).

£

(3.2)

Then the process (Xiit),... ,Xp(t),up+Un(t))
converges weakly to a product
distribution P"U) ® • • • ® />""" <g) 5 u{/) in DE[0,oo).
Remarks:
1. Theorem 3.1 describes not only the limiting behavior of a single particle within a finite set of particles but also the limiting value at any given
time of the fraction of particles in a given state.
2. The meaning of this result is that the evolution of/? particles in a sea of
a large number of particles can be described by replacing the interactions
of the individual particles in the sea by the empirical averages of their
effects and ignoring the mutual interactions of the p particles. This is
possible because of the symmetry in the interactions. Note that one can
easily write down the limiting evolution of (X{ (t),...
,Xp(t),up+1-"(t))
for more general limiting initial distributions by thinking of them as mixtures of the initial distributions described in Theorem 3.1.
PROOF: We consider a system of n particles and look at the evolution of the first
p particles. Consider the Markov process Y"(t) = {Xy{t)t...
,Xp(t),up+h"(t))
p
taking its values in S X A. Then (Y"(t),t E [0,oo)) has a generator given by

Gn4>(xu...,xp,u)
= £

[(Hx,Tuu)-4>(x,u)]L'U)Ui(n-p)

i j S

f T j i
U.fes

S

r,w K''^J'J')
n

•

~

Ui(n-p)(ui(n-p)-\)

J

*•

2 [4>(x',,u)-4>(x,u)}Lx'{xi)

2

2

i<k

xt,xi,es

+2

A(v

2

iHx;,k,u)-^x,u)]KX"'k{xi'x'k)
n— I
14>(XI,TUU)-<HX,U)]

where <£ € C(SP X A).

K XU C)

'' ' '' '

u,(n-p)

,

(3.3)
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Let F(x,u) = (/, (x,u),... J j S | (*,«)), where/(x,u) is the right-hand side
of ODE (3.1) for M,(r) (note thatF(*,«) does not depend onx). Let us define
the following operator:

) = Yl 2 [<Hx!,u) - <Hx,u)]Uu,x,,x!) + F(x,u)-V-u<Hx,u)
/=\ xies

(3.4)

for all (£ e C , ( S " x A).
Now G = Gt + G2, where

with D(G 2 ) = C(S" x A),

G2 is a bounded dissipative linear operator on C(SP x A) (it satisfies the
positive maximum principle) and, hence, clearly generates a Feller semigroup
[T2(t)} on C(Sp X A) (see Lemma A.4).
Now let z: [0,oo) x S" X A -> Sp X A be the unique solution of the initial
value problem:

z(t,x,u) =F(z(t,x,*)),
z(0,x,u) = (x,w).
The existence and uniqueness of z follows because F is Lipschitz continuous on
S" x A. Therefore, the formula

T,{t)f{5c,u) =f(z(t,x,u))
defines a strongly continuous positive contraction semigroup (7^(0) on
C(S" x A) because z{t + s,x,ii) - z(t,z(s,x,u)). Moreover, because F has
continuous first partial derivatives, so does z [6, Theorem 3.1, p. 95]. Hence,
using the chain rule we conclude that
7 i ( 0 : C , ( S * x A)->C,(S"XA).

(3.5)

The infinitesimal generator A of (T, (/)) is closed by Lemma A.I. Q (Sp x A)
is a core for A by Lemma A.2. Hence, A, by Eq. (3.5), equals the closure of
its restriction to C^S" x A); i.e., A = G,.
Now using Lemma A.5, we conclude that there exists a strongly continuous
positive contraction semigroup [T{t)) on C(SP X A) generated by Gt + G2.
Because (1,0) belongs to the graph of G, [T(t)) is conservative; hence, it is a
Feller semigroup. Because G2 is bounded and Ci(Sp x A) is a core for G,, it
follows that Ci(Sp x A) is a core for G, + G2.
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Clearly e'Cn is a Feller semigroup on C(SP x A). Suppose that for each
fEC(Spx
A)
lim e'c"f = T(t)f

for / > 0.

(3.6)

Then, if y ( 0 ) has limiting distribution n{l) ® nm • • • ® /t (p) ® 6 u(0) G
M(S" x A), there exists a strong Markov process Y(t) corresponding to \T(t))
with initial distribution /*(1) ® /*(2) ® • • • ® n(p) ® 5U(O) and sample paths in
DSPX&[0,OO) by Lemma A.7. Moreover, Y" converges weakly to Y.
Note that under T(t) the evolution on 5 " x A corresponds to the S" part
being p independent copies of a time inhomogeneous Markov process with initial distribution fj.U), i = 1 , . . . ,p, and rates given by Eq. (3.2) and with the A
part being a continuous deterministic motion started at u (0) and satisfying ODE
(3.1).
Hence, all we need to show is Eq. (3.6). By Lemma A.3 it is enough to show
that for each / belonging to a core D of G, Gnf-+ Gf. Hence, it suffices to
show that l i n v ^ Gn<t>(x,ii) = G<t>(x,u) for (x,u) eS"xA,<t>€ C , ( 5 " X A).
We consider the terms of Gn4>(x, u) separately.
The first term
X) [0(x,Tjju) - <j>(x,u)]L'(j)Uj(n
1

a J

1

a J

O(D

1

O (D

ues,i*j L " 9w(•^-, I

30

d

ijes \

3u,-

di

-p)

n duj

/es o»i yes

The second term
,TijTrru)

y

— 4>(x,u)]

I1 (d<t> | ^

^

9

9

"a
* a^^ i o f M l

9J

2
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The third term in the same way converges to

U.j-es [Buj
(U)*UJ')

duj.

dUj\

2

Adding up the second and third terms, we get

2 f£ [ 2 S * P(/)«,", - E E

/es 0M /L/'esyes
res jes
So clearly the first three terms converge to F ( ^ , M ) • V5</)(x, M), which is
the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4).
The fifth term clearly goes to 0. The last term

t

2

/=i U.xies

MZi.Tuii) -<t>(x,u)] K'"X'{J'*!)
n— 1

Ul(n

-p)

-t S
/=i u.

nZ

1
[0(Jc/,fi)-«(Jf,i/)]A'l'J»(y,Jf;)ii,

asn-oo.

By adding the fourth term, one gets

/=i

jr/e

Clearly this is the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4), verifying
Eq. (3.6).
•
4. APPLICATION TO DYNAMIC ROUTING MODELS
Our focus in this paper is on the use of propagation of chaos as a tool to compute sojourn times in large networks of interacting queues. In this section we
illustrate this through some simple models for dynamic routing.
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the performance of
dynamic routing strategies in circuit-switched networks. Dynamic routing
schemes adaptively adjust routing patterns within the network, making better
use of spare capacity and also providing extra flexibility and robustness to failures or overloads. Among the dynamic routing strategies, a natural one is random alternate routing, which works as follows: Every call that arrives to the
network has a fixed first-choice route, a set of possible second-choice routes,
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and possibly a third, fourth, and so forth. Whenever its first-choice route is free,
the call will occupy it. Otherwise, an alternate route is chosen from the set of
possible second-choice routes. If the route selected is busy, then the call may be
allowed to select from a set of third-choice routes and, if necessary, a fourth and
so forth. The set of alternate routes at any time can depend on the state of the
network.
Here we consider a simple model introduced by Gibbens et al. [4]. There are
n links, each link comprised of C circuits. At each link, calls arrive as a Poisson process of rate v. If the link is not saturated, then the call occupies one circuit. If the link is saturated, then the call chooses two distinct links at random
from the n — 1 remaining links. If neither one is saturated, then the call occupies one circuit from each of these two links. Otherwise, the call is lost. All circuit holding times are exponentially distributed with unit mean, independent of
one another and of the arrival times. Furthermore, a call holding circuits from
two links is assumed to release them independently.
Let uk(t), 0 < k < C, be the fraction of the n links that have k occupied circuits at time t. Then u"(t) = (ufi(t),u"(t)
« c ( 0 ) evolves on a C-dimensional
simplex. Gibbens et al. [4] have shown that as n -> oo, if the initial condition
u"(Q) converges weakly to a limit w(6), then the process (u"(t),t G [0,oo))
converges weakly to a deterministic process (u(t),t 6 [0,oo)), satisfying the following set of differential equations:
«o = "l - (" + 2vuc(l - Uc))u0,
uk= (k+ \)uk+l + {v + 2vuc{\ - wc))u*_,
- (k + v + 2vuc(l - uc))uk,
uc= -Cuc+

0<k<C,

(4-1)

(v + 2i>uc(l -

Equations in ODE (4.1) describe the evolution of the empirical fraction of
number of links having a given occupancy at a given time. A more detailed picture is given by a description of the evolution of a single link in the network.
Such a description is possible on the basis of a somewhat more general version
C) and M{S) the space of probability distriof Theorem 3.1. Let S = [0,1
butions on S. Let (X"(t),t > 0) denote the Markov chain on 5" corresponding
to the preceding dynamic routing model with n links. Let (X, (t),...
,Xp(t))
denote the states of the first p links and uk+Un(t), 0 < k < C, the fraction of
the links p+ 1 <j<n that havek occupied circuits. Let up+i-"(t) = (ug+l'n(t),
... ,ug+ '•"(/)). Then we have Theorem 4.1.
If(Xx (0),... ,Xp(0),up+l-"(0)) converges weakly to the product
M ® • • • ® /*(p) ® Su(o) in E = S" x M(S), then the process
{X^t),....
Xp(t),up+l-"(t)) converges weakly to P" ( " ® • • • ® P " " " ® 5U(O inDE[0,oo),
where u(t) is given by the solution to ODE (4.1) starting at u(0) and P*1'" E
' ) ( l < / < p ) w the time inhomogeneous birth and death process with
THEOREM 4.1:
(1)
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initial distribution ji(/), birth rates bj = v + 2vuc(t)(\ - uc(t)), 0 <j < C - 1,
and death rates dj = j , for 0 <j < C.
PROOF: This follows directly from a version of Theorem 3.1 that allows for
three-particle interaction.
•

Based on the preceding, we can give an expression for the asymptotic distribution of the sojourn time of a typical customer in the preceding dynamic
routing model.
4.2: Suppose the situation is as that in Theorem 4.1 with p = 1, and
= k).
letukA\t)=P»w(Xl(t)
Consider a customer arriving at link 1 at time t0, and let Tn take values in
R+U (/3) with
THEOREM

P(Tn< t) = P (sojourn time of the job that corresponds to the customer < t),
P(Tn = /3) = P(customer is blocked).
Then Tn -* T as n -* oo where
< 0 = [1 - ucl)(t0)] [1 - <r'] +
2
u£\t
u£\to)[l-(l-u
o)[l-(l-u
c(c(to)) ].

= (3) =

Furthermore, Uc\t) solves the equations
uil) = (k + 1)«&>, + (P + 2vuc(l - M
...
- (k + v + 2vuc(\ - uc))u(k \
0<k<C,
u^ = - Cu^ + (v + 2vuc(l - MC))«c-i-

(4.3)

Let Y{ be the state of link 1 at /„-, and Y2, Y3 the state of the two
queues the customer occupies if queue 1 is full. Then for k2^ k3,
PROOF:

In— 1
\

2

\
X

= ku u2k-2"(t0) = - ^ - u2
u2-3(t
3"(t
0)0) =
nn —
— II
n

ml

n-l
2
as n -* oo by Theorem 4.1. A similar calculation holds for k2 — k3.
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BecauseP(r n < 0 = (1 -e-')P(Y1 *C) + (1 -e~') l -(P(Y, = C,Y2< C,
Y3 < C)) and P(Tn = /3) = P(Yi = C, m<n(Y2, Y3) = C)), ODE (4.2) follows.
Equations in ODE (4.3) are a direct consequence of the evolution equation for
•
the distribution of Xw(t).
Remarks:
1. Note that one can write down the limiting sojourn time distribution for
more general initial conditions by thinking of them as mixtures of those
in Theorem 4.1.
2. Of course, sojourn times are of little interest in actual circuit-switched
networks, because once a call establishes a connection, there is no queuing and the sojourn time is just the holding time of the call. (The form
of the preceding sojourn time is an artifact of the model, coming from
the assumption that a call using two links releases them independently.)
In virtual circuit networks where the time for completion of the call may
depend on the length of the circuit, sojourn times may be of interest. For
example, one may think of the preceding model as representing the
sojourn time of a call along a link by an exponentially distributed random variable of unit mean, and for virtual circuits consisting of two
links, ignoring the fact that one of the links must be traversed before the
other.
3. It is natural to want to compute the stationary sojourn time of a typical customer in a large system. That is, we consider the n link system in
its stationary distribution, which is exchangeable by symmetry, and ask
for the limiting distribution of the sojourn time of a typical customer as
the total number of links becomes large. The description of sojourn
times in this stationary regime is complicated by the fact that for large
enough values of C equations in ODE (4.1) admit two stable equilibria
for v in a range (vm,vM) (see Gibbens et al. [4]). We expect that there
will be a critical value vm < vc < vM such that for v G (vm,vc) (resp.
v £ (vc,vM)) the lower (resp. upper) stable equilibrium point corresponds to the stationary regime. Identifying vc requires an analysis of
the exit times from the basins of attraction of the stable equilibria—the
stationary regime corresponds to the deeper basin.
Once the deeper basin is identified, the sojourn time of a typical customer in the stationary regime is described by equations in ODE (4.2)
with the appropriate uc. Of course, this limiting description is somewhat deceptive. The limiting sojourn time of a typical customer will correspond to one or the other equilibrium only because the large finite
system predominantly spends time in the mode corresponding to that
equilibrium. In fact, the large finite system will move between operating regimes corresponding to the different equilibria and a correct understanding of the system will require an analysis of the sojourn times in
each regime. Some further insight into the possibility of multiple regimes
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of operation in networks with dynamic routing is given by Anantharam
[1]. When ODE (4.1) has a unique solution, such difficulties do not arise
(see Section 5 for a discussion of this).
Similar expressions can be written for more realistic models that allow for
the possibility of retries and trunk reservation. Here a call that is not successfully routed on its first-choice route chooses two links from the n — 1 remaining links. If both chosen links have less than C-s busy circuits, then the call
occupies that pair of links. If not, the call tries a pair from the n - 3 remaining links. The call is lost after it has tried r pairs. The parameter s is known as
the trunk reservation parameter, and r is the number of retries. The model
described at the beginning of this section corresponds to the case s = 0 and
r = 1. One can state theorems similar to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in this context.
One can also consider the possibility of queuing for virtual circuits. For
example, in the preceding examples consider the situation where each link can
carry Ccalls and buffer K—C additional calls. Then the sojourn time expressions will involve the distribution of sojourn times in an M/M/C/K queue.
The examples in this section were chosen to illustrate the applicability of this
method. Similar ideas can be useful in a wide variety of situations. From the
preceding examples, it should be clear by now how to apply the method when
all movement of customers between the queues takes place at a single time. The
more interesting situations, where movements between queues take place at different times, will be discussed in Section 6.
5. STATIONARY SOJOURN TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

In the preceding models, the differential equations describing the evolution of
the empirical distribution of particles may have more than one equilibrium solution. Hence, to describe the sojourn time of a typical customer in the stationary regime requires identifying which equilibrium of the ODE dominates. This
requires an analysis of the exit times from the basins of attraction of the stable equilibria—the dominating stationary regime should correspond to the
deeper basin. If, however, the limiting differential equations have a unique solution, determining the sojourn time distribution in stationarity is easier.
THEOREM 5.1: Let irn be the stationary distribution of the Markov process
X"(t) described by rates L and K as in Section 3, which we assume is irreducible. Let u"(t) denote the fraction of particles that are in state x at time t and
u"(t) - {u£(t),xES).
By Theorem 3.1 we know that ifu"(0) converges weakly
to w(-,0), then (u"(t), t E [0,oo)) converges weakly to (u(t), t G [0,oo)),
which solves ODE (3.1). Suppose there is a unique equilibrium ir to this ODE.
Let irn\p denote the restriction of irn to the first p coordinates. Then for any
p> 1, 7Tn|p converges weakly to the p-fold product TT ® ••• ® IT as n-* oo.

We first consider p = 1. Let 7 = (7^,1 < k < \S\) be the function
from S" to M(S) such that yk(x) = ln S?=i 1 (x, = k). Let ^ " ( 0 ) = TT"; hence,

PROOF:
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X"(t) = x". Because M(S) is compact, so is M(M(S)) in the weak topology.
Therefore, •y(Ar"(0)) has a convergent subsequence y(X"k(0)) such that
y(Xn*{0)) 4 U(O) for some K(0) EM(S). It follows that (Xn"(t)) ^ u(t),
where u{t) solves ODE (3.1). In stationarity, however, we have (X"k(t)) =
(X""(0)). Because u(t) converges to TT, we must have w(0) ~ 8r. Thus, every
subsequential weak limit of -/(^"(O)) is TT, SO 7(A r/I (0)) converges weakly to TT.
But it is easy to see that -y(Ar"(0)) is just irn^. Hence, T I ^ converges weakly
to w.
For/? = 2 we again start the chain X"(t) in irn. Let Mn(S) denote the subset
of M(S) consisting of empirical distributions based on n particles and
Mn(SxS)
similarly for empirical distributions of pairs. Let Fn : Mn(S) -> M n ( S X S) be the
mapping that constructs pair measures. Let F: M(S) ->M(S X S) construct product measure and also extend Fn to Fn: M(S) -»M(S X S) by linear interpolation.
Along a subsequence such that y(X""^)) -^ u(0), we have y(X"*(t)) -^ u(t).

Hence, Foy(X""(t)) -^ Fou(t). But u(t) -> ir, so Fou(t) -+ it x x. We must
therefore have Fou(0) ~ 5 T X T . By Theorem 4.1 in Billingsley [2, p. 25], we
have Fnoy(Xn"(0)) -> ir X ir. Thus, 7rn|2 converges weakly to 7r X IT.
The same argument can be repeated for p > 2.
•
6. MODELS WITH MOVEMENT AT SEVERAL TIMES
The technique described in this paper for computing the sojourn time distribution of typical customers is not limited to movement between queues occurring
at a fixed time. For situations where the movement occurs with delays (e.g.,
models with impatience), a branching scheme can be used to write down the limiting distribution of the sojourn time of a typical customer. As a simple illustrative example, consider a system of n M / M / l / 2 queues with impatience. The
arrival rate of customers to each queue is v, and the service rate at each queue
is 1. An arriving customer who finds the queue full is rejected. A customer in
the second position gets impatient at rate /?, chooses a queue at random from
the (n — 1) remaining queues, and moves to it only if it is empty. The arrival,
service, and impatience processes are all mutually independent.
Let S = (0,1,2), and let (X"(t),t>
0) denote the Markov chain on S" corresponding to the model described earlier. Let u"(t) =
(uS{t),u"{t),U2(t))
denote the fractions of the n queues that have k customers at time t, 0 < k < 2.
Then one can show that as n -* oo, if the initial condition u"(0) converges
weakly to a limit w(0), then the process u"{t) converges weakly to a deterministic process u(t) satisfying the following:
u0 = ux - vu0 - /
iii = u2 + vuQ — «, + 2J3M 2 "O - vuY,
M2 =

"«i

-

"2

(6.1)

-(3M2"O-

It is also easy to see that these ODEs have a unique equilibrium (ir o ,7ri,ir 2 ).
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The following is an example of the kind of theorem one can prove.
Suppose westart {Xn{t),t>0) with initial distribution /*„, which
is symmetric with respect to permutations, and let \t,n\p denote the restriction of
y.n to the first p coordinates. Suppose nn\x -* /* so that \in\p -» \L (X) • • • ® ^. Let
H, denote the solution of ODE (6.1) starting from n. Then we have the following:
THEOREM 6.1:

(i) Consider a customer arriving to queue 1 at time 0. Let Tn be the
sojourn time of this customer in the system conditional on it being
accepted. Then Tn converges weakly to T where

*(0)

T<=

((0)

El+
(D)

where P(R > t) = e JOO+PMO))^ gg denotes an exponentially distributed random variable of mean a, and R is independent of E\.
(ii) Consider the system in stationarity, and let the sojourn time of a typical
customer conditional on it being accepted be Zn. Then Zn converges
weakly to Z where
7 — E, A
PROOF:

(i) Because a tagged customer arriving at queue 1 at time 0 sees the initial
distribution, we have Tn = /i n |i(0)/[/i n |i(0) + /i n |,(l)]£' 1 + nn\\(l)/
[/i n |,(l) + Mn|i(0)] (Tn' + £1), where rn' = m i n ^ . T , , ) , with rn being
the time for the tagged customer to get impatient and successfully transfer to an empty queue. Let (aita2,..
.)be the virtual impatience process (a Poisson process of rate /?) at queue 1. Let YUY2,... be the
states of the queues the tagged customer tries to move to at times
ffi,a2,....
Let Ri,R2,...
taking values in { 2 , . . . , « } be the indices of
these queues. Then
P(TJ > /) = P(ai > t,E{ > t) + P(a, + o2>t,Yi±

0, <r, < /,£, > /)

The kth term can be written as

Lk = f
JS?-,'J,S(

P[ak >t-\Yls\
\

\i=i

,Ex > t,B,D)
/

/
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where

and
D=

{ff, £ ( j , , S , +dSi)

••• ff*_, 6 (5*_,,5 it _i + ^ _ , ) j .

Conditioning on the queues checked for potential transfer by the virtual impatience process at queue 1, the integrand can be written as

2s;

i*-|

> t,B,D\ /?, = / , , . . . ,/?*_, = l*_, J

Ex>t,B,D\R,

= / , , . . . ,/?*_, = i*_,) + ofl(l)

*0,Z>|/?, = 2 , . . . , / ? * _ , = * ) +o f l (l),
where 2 * denotes the sum over distinct i\,..., ik-[. Here, in writing the
first equation, we observed that there are, at most, (* J ') (n — l)k~2
choices of 2 < i{
4_, < n that are not distinct, and in writing the
second equation we used this and rewrote B given the conditioning.
It helps now to have a graphical representation of the process (see
Fig. 5). Each queue has an associated horizontal time line. Queue / has
three associated Poisson processes: an arrival process A(i) of rate v, a
departure process £>(/) of rate 1, and an impatience process /(/) of rate
j8. All Poisson processes in sight are independent. At the times of A(i),
we write an a on the time line of queue /, and at the times of D(i) we
write a 5. At the times of /(/) we draw a vertical arrow from queue / to
the queue that would be checked by the second customer at queue /,
if any. This checked queue is determined by i.i.d. random variables
(/?„(/), n > l ) , which are also independent of the Poisson processes.
Clearly the process (X"(t), t>0) can be constructed from any initial
condition using this graphical representation, interpreting 5 as virtual
departure, a as arrival, and vertical arrows as virtual transfers due to
impatience.
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5. Representation of

X"(t).

Consider the event K = [tracing back from
X^is^),...,
Xk((2/=o si)-) does not involve queue 1). Here tracing backward
means determining all possible initial conditions of all the queues
that are consistent with any given set of values for ^ ( s i - ) , • •.,
X£((Tiii=o si)-)- This can be done by following those time lines that
are impinged upon by or impinge upon the existing time lines as we
work our way backward in time. We say that tracing backward does not
involve queue 1 if the time line of queue 1 is never involved.
It is easy to see that P(K\Ri = 2 , . . . ,/?*_, = k) -» 1 as n -> oo.
Hence, the integrand in the definition of Lk can be written as
p(ak > t -

S

0,D\K,Rl = 2,... ,Rk_t =k)+ 0,(1),
but conditional on K, the evolution of queues 2 , . . . ,k is the same as in

an n — 1 queue system. So the preceding integrand equals

p(ak>t-

-M,,(0))

Putting the pieces together, it is easy to see that r\ converges weakly to
R where P(R > s + ds\R > s) = (1 + ^ ( 0 ) ) ds + o(ds). Here the
vanishing of the sum of the on{\) terms follows from the Poisson tail
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on the number of virtual attempts made by queue 1 before time /. From
this the result follows.
(ii) We can carry the previous argument here, and in this case the result follows using Theorem 5.1.
•
Remark: The theorem was stated as above to simplify the notation in the proof.
A similar theorem can be easily proved for more general initial conditions such
as those in Theorem 4.1 and then for completely general initial distributions by
taking a suitable mixture (see Remark 1 following Theorem 4.2).
Using a similar proof technique, one can write down expressions for the
asymptotic sojourn time distributions in networks with more complicated
dynamics. For example, consider a network of M/M/C/K queues with customers of two classes, c t and c2. At each queue customers of class C\ arrive according to a Poisson process of rate v, and they are rejected if the queue is full. A
customer in a queue that is not in service becomes impatient at rate /?, checks
one of the other queues at random, and if there is a free server at the queue, it
enters service as a customer of class c2. Customers of class C] require exp(l)
service, and customers of class c 2 require exp(a) service, where a < 1. This is
a crude model for dynamic routing with queuing for virtual circuits and impatience, the idea being that alternately routed calls take longer to get through the
system. Blocking probabilities can be determined from the asymptotic ODE in
a manner similar to earlier results. Asymptotic sojourn time distributions can
be calculated by a proof technique identical to that earlier. Using these one can
study the trade-offs involved in allowing queuing with impatience for virtual
circuits.
Let us describe the limiting expression for the sojourn time distribution of
a typical customer. The n queue system can be described by a Markov chain
(X"(t),t > 0) taking values in S", where S = {(/i,/ 2 ),/i + W ^ K,l2 ^ C],
where a state (/i,/ 2 ) denotes that there are lt customers of class c, and l2 customers of class c2 in the link. Suppose the system is started with an initial distribution nn that is symmetric and satisfies limn_oo \in\m — p.®m for each m ^ l .
Let ns denote the solution to the ODE starting with initial distribution /*. Then,
conditional on the customer seeing a free server on arrival, its sojourn time distribution is, of course, exp(l). Conditional on the customer seeing ki customers of class Cj and k2 = C - ky customers of class c 2 in service and 0 < / <
K — C customers (necessarily of class ct) ahead of it waiting for service, the
customer's limiting sojourn time distribution is described as follows: Run two
clocks of time-varying rates 0S/ 1 + / 2 <cM'i>/2) and kt + k2a + //32/ 1 + / 2 < c
HsUuh), respectively. If the first clock runs out before the second, add on an
exp(a) distribution and this is the sojourn time. If the second clock runs out
before the first at time r, restart it with rate k{ + k2a + (/ - l)0S/,+/ 2 <c

Hsdi.li) with probability (*, + iPH,l+h<ciirUi,li)){ki

+ k2a + //3E/,+/2<c

Mr('i,/2))"' and rate *, + 1 + (*2 - l ) a + (l-l)PHi}+h<ciisUi,l2)
with probability (k2a)(ki + k2a + /J3S/ 1 + / 2 <CMT(/I./2))~'» a n d so on. If the customer
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enters service via the second clock running out before the first when there are
no waiting customers, then we add on an exp(l) time to determine the sojourn
time distribution.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our purpose in this paper has been to discuss a technique suggested by some statistical mechanical ideas that can be used to compute sojourn time distributions
of typical customers in various models of networks of queues with interaction,
where there is suitable symmetry in the dynamics. The models discussed in this
paper are only crude approximations of reality. Nevertheless, we feel that there
is some purpose served in becoming aware of the possibility of using propagation of chaos to argue the independence of the behavior over time of any given
collection of elements in a large network. We think of the approach here as a
functional version of the Erlang fixed-point approximation, which bears a relation to the usual Erlang fixed-point approximation analogous to that which
ODE limits bear to the usual law of large numbers. Hence, the approach should
be particularly useful in situations where the Erlang fixed-point equations have
proved to be adequate.
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APPENDIX
Weak Convergence of Markov Processes
In this appendix we recapitulate a few results from the weak convergence theory of
Markov processes that are necessary for our proof of Theorem 3.1. Our main reference
for these results is Ethier and Kurtz [3].
A semigroup [T{t)\ of bounded linear operators on a Banach space L (with norm
I •fl)is said to be strongly continuous if lim,_o T(t)f = f for e v e r y / s L; it is said to
be a contraction semigroup if ||r(/)|| < 1.
A (possibly unbounded) linear operator is a linear mapping whose domain D(/4)
is a subspace of L and whose graph is given by S ( ^ ) = Kf>Af) :_/"e 3D(y4)). A is said
to be closed if 9(A) is a closed subspace of L -x L.
The generator of a semigroup [T(t)\ on L is the linear operator A defined by
Af

y

Af = hm

A-O

T(h)f-f
.
h

The domain of A, D(/l) is the collection of functions/e L for which the preceding limit
exists.
A linear operator A on L is said to be closable if it has a closed linear extension. If
A is closable, then the closure A of A is the minimal closed linear extension of A; more
specifically, it is the closed linear operator B whose graph is the closure in (L x L) of
the graph of A. If A is closed, a subspace D of 3D(^4) is said to be a core for A if the
closure of the restriction of A to D is equal to A. We have the following lemma [3, Corollary 1.6, p. 10].
LEMMA A. 1: If A is the generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup [T(t)}
on L, then T)(A) is dense in L and A is closed.
The next two lemmas are Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 6.1 in Ethier and Kurtz [3,
pp. 17 and 28, respectively].
LEMMA A.2: Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup
—D
\T(t)} on L. Let Do and D be dense subspaces ofL with D0CDc£>(A).IfT{t):D0
for all t > 0, then D is a core for A.
LEMMA A.3: For n = 1,2,..., let [Tn(t)) and [ T(t)\ be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on the Banach space L with generators An and A. Let D be a core for A.
Then the following are equivalent:
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(i) For eachfe L, Tn(t)f-> T(t)ffor all t > 0.
(ii) For eachfe D, there exists/„ G S>{An) for each n > 1 such that/„ ->/ and
Anfn^Af.

A linear operator A is said to be dissipative if|X/'- Af\ >\jf\ for every fGD(A)
and \>0.An operator A satisfies the positive maximum principle if whenever / e 3D(^4),
x0 E E, and supxe£f{x) =f(x0) > 0, we have Af(x0) < 0. An operator on C(E) satisfying the positive maximum principle is dissipative [3, Lemma 2.1, p. 165].
The following lemma follows from Ethier and Kurtz [3, Theorem 2.6, p. 13].
LEMMA A.4: A bounded operator B that is dissipative generates a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup.

The following perturbation result follows from Ethier and Kurtz [3, Theorem 7.1,
p. 37].
LEMMA A.5: Let A be a linear operator such that A generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup [T(t)\ on L, and let B be a bounded linear operator on L such that
[e'B] is a contraction semigroup. Then A + B generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup (S(O) on L. Moreover, A + B = A + B.

A semigroup \T(t)} on L is positive if T(t)f> 0 for a l l / > 0. It is conservative if
7(01 = 1 where 1 is the identity. If £ is a complete separable metric space, any strongly
continuous contraction semigroup on C(E) that is positive and conservative is called a
Feller semigroup.
Let [T(t)} be a semigroup on a closed subspace L C B(E). We say that an .E-valued
Markov process X corresponds to {T(t)) if
E[f(X{t + s)) \X(u), uss] = T(t)f(X(s))
for all j , / > 0 a n d / € L . Then we have the following lemma [3, Proposition 1.6, p. 161].
LEMMA A.6: Let E be a complete separable metric space. Let X be an E-valued Markov
process with initial distribution v corresponding to a semigroup [T(t)\ on C(E). Then
(7"(O) and v determine the finite dimensional distributions of X.
Finally we have the following [3, Theorem 2.5, p. 167.].
LEMMA A.7: Let E be a compact metric space. For n = 1,2,..., let [Tn(t)\ be a Feller
semigroup on C(E), and suppose Xnisa Markov process corresponding to [Tn(t)) with
sample paths in DE[0,°°). Suppose that {T(t)) is a Feller semigroup on C(E) and that
for each fe C(E):
lim Tn{t)f=T(t)f

fort>0.

n—a>

If Xn(0) has limiting distribution v S M(E), then there is a Markov process X corresponding to [7"(O) with initial distribution v and sample paths in DE[0,oo) and Xn => X.

